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The subject of the commerce
The project idea foresees to create a company for the creation and commercialisation of typical Sicilian Ceramics 
and in general pottery articles. Our project idea includes the use of transversal techniques to create composite 
objects. Specifically, we will use mosaics and potteries techniques to create objects for the small and large retailers, 
plus craft-products to join with the most important fashion and beauty farm companies.  

Motivation 

Historical motivation
Archaeologists working in Sicily have 
unearthed pottery dating back to at least 
2,400BC, testimony to the island’s 
multi-millennial ceramic-making traditions. 
Waves of settlers, including Phoenicians, 
Greeks, Romans, Arabs, Normans and 
Spanish all brought their own techniques, 
innovations and preferred colour schemes, 
leaving behind them rich vein of diverse and 
flourishing styles.

historical sicilian ceramics - greeks and phoenicians period



Geographical motivation
Today, Sicily still boasts a thriving 
ceramics industry, centred in four main 
towns: 
Santo Stefano di Camastra (2), 
Caltagirone (1), Burgio (3) and 
Sciacca (4).



Analysis of competitors at the local level
Looking at the local scenario, we can identify scarce competitors comparing them with the idea of our commercial 
activity. In particular, they are:

different style of local hand-painted ceramics



Designing our business idea
Starting from the analysis made, our idea will take into consideration the opening of a shop with a laboratory in the old town 
centre of Palermo (“Quattro Canti” - four corners), to sell hand-craft ceramics also by eCommerce.

SWOT Analysis
● Strengths: characteristics of our idea that gives an advantage over others;
● Weaknesses: characteristics of our idea that places the business at a disadvantage relative to others.
● Opportunities: elements in the environment that the business or project could exploit to its advantage.
● Threats: elements in the environment that could cause trouble for the business or project.



The Vision Statement of the 
Company
To be dynamic in our approach to sell culture and local 
identity in the world by capturing the vibrant colours of 
our land.

Mission Statement 
Expand the company globally, in way that our products 
being typical, traditional and innovative became 
international also celebrating the Sicilian culture by 
nurturing the inner talent of our artists.

Value Statements
1. Quality in everything we do;
2. A motivated team where members trust and 

respect each others;
3. Honesty and integrity;
4. Accountability and Sustainability respecting 

environment and urban life. 



Organisation chart of the Company: “Sicilian Potteries srl”

Sicilian Potteries SRL (Limited Liability Company)
Via Maqueda, 134
Palermo, 90100

VAT number: 01836730687
Nr registration Chamber of Commerce of Palermo: 07043700017
Bank Account: IT9010521616600000008011381 



Communication 
strategies,
pricing and
packaging



eCommerce
of the Company and 
prices of our 
products



Flyer of the 
Company
(front)



Flyer of the 
Company
(back)



Our Packaging - ZEN Style for small objects



Our Packaging - ZEN Style for travelling products



Our Packaging - ZEN Style for travelling products



Glocalisation 
strategy for 
Spanish
markets



Glocalisation strategy - The Spanish market

Our strategy intends to 
combine hand-painted Sicilian 
ceramics with the most 
interesting images of local 
ancient architecture and 
landscape.

The images are hand-painted 
and then vitrified following the 
traditional sicilian processes to 
product ceramics.

Following this idea, we will 
combine our artistic tradition 
with the most important 
spanish identities.

Typical Sicilian ceramic plates painted with 
spanish monuments and landscape



Glocalisation strategy - The Spanish market
The second idea is to produce ceramic objects that 
can be used at home in everyday life, 

but also 
sculptures following the Spanish sculptural 
composition of ceramics combined with the Sicilian 
artisan tradition.

Sicilian ceramic bottle that can be used for 
sangria

Sicilian Moorish heads adorned with typical 
Spanish sculptural decorations
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